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Abstract: This study delves into the effects of sample height on consolidation behaviour, utilising the automatic air pressure consolidometer. Extensive tests were conducted on three varieties of dredged silt samples of varying heights from Qianwan, Shenzhen, China. The salient findings can be summarised as follows: (1) Compression curves for samples of different dimensions transitioned through three distinct phases: minimal load disturbance, elastic deformation, and plastic deformation. Notably, the void ratio during the latter two phases diminished as sample height increased. (2) A rising sample height corresponded to a reduced stable strain and compression index. Furthermore, the consolidation coefficient notably diminished with an escalation in the sample height, whereas the structural yield stress remained largely unaffected. (3) Given the disparate formation processes, stress histories, and material compositions between dredged and marine silts, the permeability coefficient of dredged silt was found to be superior to that of marine silt. Within the typical preloading pressure scope (50~300 kPa), the consolidation coefficient of dredged silt was lower compared to marine silt. However, as the consolidation pressure significantly surpassed this threshold, the coefficient disparity between the two silts narrowed.
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1. Introduction

Land reclamation projects generate substantial quantities of dredged silt. This silt, characterized by its “two highs, three lows, and finite strain”, specifically exhibits a high water content and void ratio. It also possesses low strength, a reduced coefficient of permeability, and a modest consolidation rate, alongside other engineering characteristics. When addressing the treatment of silt using the vertical drain method, it is evident that the compression, permeability, and consolidation coefficients undergo dramatic shifts. These changes span orders of magnitude in response to preloading. This deviation from the traditional Terzaghi consolidation theory, which assumes small deformation, underscores the significance of probing the effects of finite strain consolidation on the one-dimensional consolidation theory of highly compressible soft soils.

In this context, Gibson et al. [1] were pioneers in studying the finite strain consolidation challenge in soft soils. They meticulously deduced the governing equation for one-dimensional finite strain consolidation of soft soils and then solved it using the finite difference method. Subsequent advancements were made by Schiffman [2], and the duo Znidaric and Schiffman [3], who built upon and refined Gibson’s foundational theory on finite strain consolidation. Later on, research by Xie et al. [4] and Xie et al. [5] established the one-dimensional finite strain consolidation equation for soft soils, providing an approximate analytical solution for this governing equation. Through both finite element

analysis and analytical solutions, they demarcated the boundaries of applicability for finite strain consolidation.

Further enriching the discussion, Wen et al. [6], Chen and Hai [7], and Zheng et al. [8] integrated the nonlinear compression and permeability traits of soft soils into their analyses. Their efforts culminated in the one-dimensional finite strain nonlinear consolidation equation for soft soils. Various methodologies, including the finite difference method, analytical method, and semi-analytical method, were employed to navigate this intricate problem, allowing a deeper exploration into the finite strain consolidation behaviour of soft soils.

Building upon the finite strain consolidation theory, Li et al. [9] and Li et al. [10], as well as Dong et al. [11], incorporated considerations like the initial hydraulic gradient of seepage, non-Darcy seepage, and the nonlinear compression and permeability properties of soft soils. This led to the formulation of the governing equation for the finite strain nonlinear one-dimensional consolidation challenge. Using a custom finite difference program, they charted the consolidation process of soft soil foundations. Integrating Barron’s equal strain consolidation theory with Gibson’s one-dimensional finite strain consolidation theory, Jiang and Zhang [12] formulated the finite strain consolidation equation. This considered nuances such as the well resistance impact of the vertical drain, variations in the radial permeability coefficient, and vertical seepage. The equation was then tackled using the finite difference method.

The crux of employing the finite strain consolidation theory rests on the precision with which we can ascertain soft soil compressibility and permeability parameters, particularly for materials like dredger silt. This precision, achieved through rigorous experimentation, is pivotal in accurately defining the consolidation behaviour of these soils. Several researchers have examined the consolidation behaviour of dredged silt through tests and have yielded insightful findings. For instance, Hu [13] employed the GJZ-2 dual-medium pressure consolidometer to study two varieties of ultra-soft dredged fill in Shanghai, subsequently establishing a linear model correlating the logarithm of the permeability coefficient with the void ratio. Similarly, Lu [14] conducted tests on various dredged fills in Tianjin Binhai New Area using the GDS consolidation apparatus. His research delineated a nonlinear compression and permeability relationship suited for the dredged fills of that region. Additionally, Zhang et al. [15,16] undertook comprehensive analyses, highlighting the variations in consolidation coefficients for dredged silt in Shenzhen Bay, China, revealing that post-preloading treatment allowed dredged silt to attain a drainage consolidation rate on par with undisturbed silt.

Typically, the standard sample utilised in consolidation tests has a cross-sectional area of either 30 cm$^2$ or 50 cm$^2$ and stands at 2 cm in height. In real-world applications, the depth of the dredged fill can exceed 5 m. Representing such extensive depths with a 2 cm sample might lead to discrepancies in the consolidation, compression, and permeability characteristics, a phenomenon coined as the ‘size effect’. The size of soil samples undeniably impacts test outcomes during consolidation tests. Such size effects, previously observed in rock, concrete, and other solid materials, have been the subject of extensive research [17–24]. These effects have also been noted to influence the strength and deformation properties across various soil types, including soft clay soil, residual granite soil, coarse-grained soil, and expansive soil.

To elaborate, Zheng [25] probed the sample height on the consolidation deformation properties of soft clay using an automatic air pressure consolidometer. He investigated how the height of the sample swayed attributes like the consolidation deformation rate, consolidation coefficient, and compression properties. Similarly, Lei et al. [26] experimented with dredged fill soft soil samples of different sizes, analysing variations in stress–strain relationships and consolidation characteristics among these samples. Zhou et al. [27], on the other hand, designed consolidation simulation tests for large-size soft clay samples. Their study shed light on the consolidation deformation patterns and the size effect on these clays under varying pressures, culminating in a quantitative relation between size effect and sample settlement. Furthermore, research [28] compared the effects of specimen
size on consolidation properties of soft Bangkok clays using two differently sized samples. Lastly, Chen and Lv [29] delved into how the size effect influenced the resilient modulus of red clay samples, employing both laboratory tests and numerical simulations.

Prior research has delved into the impact of the size effect on the strength and deformation properties of residual granite soil. For instance, Zheng et al. [30] executed conventional triaxial consolidation undrained shear tests on coastal residual granite soil samples of 39.1 mm, 61.8 mm, and 101 mm diameters. Their research centred on how the sample size influenced the soil’s stress–strain attributes and strength. A few years prior, similar triaxial tests were conducted on both undisturbed and remoulded granite residual soil samples of varying diameters, emphasizing the correlation between particle size, sample size, stress–strain characteristics, and shear strength [31,32]. Li and Chen [33] undertook $K_0$ triaxial consolidation undrained tests on several sizes of seabed-undisturbed, strongly weathered granite samples. Their focus was in discerning how sample size impacted the stress–strain dynamics and shear strength indices of the weathered granite.

The influence of size effect on the stress–strain behaviour and strength of coarse-grained soil has garnered attention as well. Laboratory triaxial compression and direct shear tests have illustrated the specimen size’s pronounced impact on the stress–strain behaviour of sands, with larger specimens generally showcasing reduced shear strengths [34]. Li et al. [35] performed confining pressure stress path tests on sandstone transition materials of varied sample diameters and maximum particle sizes using a triaxial apparatus. Their research particularly honed in on how sample diameter and particle size influenced the stress-strain-strength characteristics. Further, Mei et al. [36] scrutinized the size effect on sandy gravel deformation using both triaxial compression and bearing capacity tests on two distinct sandy gravel mixture sizes, and they found that extensive experiments can eliminate the error of experimental results caused by the size effect to a certain extent.

Cerato and Lutenegger [37] tested sands from five distinct regions using three different-sized square shear boxes (60 mm, 101.6 mm, and 304.8 mm). Their findings indicate that the friction angle was inversely proportional to specimen size. Zhu et al. [38] also engaged in triaxial consolidation drained shear tests on rockfill samples of varying diameters, aiming to understand the sample size’s effect on the stress-strain and strength properties of coarse-grained soil. In another study, Yang et al. [39] contrasted the shear strengths of expansive soil obtained from both indoor and field shear tests, identifying significant disparities attributed to the size effect. They further evaluated the origins of the size effect and proposed a reduction coefficient for shear strength in indoor tests. Huang [40] aggregated a vast array of experimental data to discern how sample size affected the shear strength of expansive soil. He subsequently crafted a method to ascertain a reasonable diameter and shear strength indices $c$ and $\phi$ when evaluating the shear strength of expansive soil.

Notably, there is a paucity of research concerning the effect of sample height pertaining to dredged silt. To bridge this gap, the present study probes the dredged silt found on the ground surface of reinforcement treatments and land reclamation projects in Qianwan, Shenzhen.

Using an automatic air pressure consolidometer, consolidation tests were conducted on dredged silt samples of three distinct heights. The study delved into the variances in compression, deformation, permeability, and consolidation attributes across samples of different sizes. Additionally, comparisons between the permeability and consolidation properties of regional marine silt and dredged silt were drawn, offering a theoretical foundation for the engineering practices of dredged silt foundation treatments.

2. Test Scheme

2.1. Sampled Location

Soil samples were procured from the dredged silt in the land reclamation region of Qianwan, Shenzhen, China. The exact location of sampling is depicted in Figure 1. The water depth at this sampling location ranges between 0 and 1 m. The surface consists
of dredged silt, which has been subjected to aeration and sedimentation for a year, with marine silt lying beneath.

![Figure 1. The sampled location.](image)

2.2. Sampling

After digging to a depth 1 m of silt on the surface, a sampled point with uniform soil quality and no shell debris was selected. A PVC pipe with a diameter of 80 mm and a length of 40 cm was pressed into the soil layer at a depth of 1–2 m to extract samples. Upon sampling, these samples were meticulously sealed within dual layers of plastic bags and subsequently stored in rigid containers to ensure protection. Care was taken to confirm that the plastic bags were securely sealed, exhibiting no visible water leakage.

2.3. Test Instrument

For testing purposes, an automatic air pressure consolidometer was utilized. When contrasted with the traditional single-lever consolidation device, this instrument offers distinct advantages:

(1) It facilitates real-time data capture, aligning with test parameters set for specific time and load sequences. The device visually projects both the square root of time curve and the logarithmic time curve. Consequently, it offers superior adaptability and accelerates the testing phase when compared to the single lever consolidation device.

(2) The apparatus autonomously collects testing data. Both larger and smaller ring knives can be individually adjusted and loaded, reducing human involvement and enhancing test accuracy.

2.4. Samples Preparing

Due to the flow-plastic nature of the soil samples, the creation of undisturbed specimens posed challenges. As a result, the sample should be poured into the ring knife of the consolidation apparatus with an area of 30 cm² in layers and compacted in layers to ensure the density of the sample. The interior of the ring knife was pre-coated with petroleum jelly. Once positioned inside the consolidation container, filter paper and permeable stones were set at both sample termini. The specimen was allowed to rest for an interval, ensuring the permeable stone remained steady with no surrounding water condensation near the side limiting ring before advancing to the next phase. If any significant settlement displacement of the permeable stone was observed, the sample would be reloaded for testing.

2.5. Test Method

A total of 10 bags were methodically assessed, with the mean values of their respective physical properties delineated in Table 1. To discern the effect of drainage distance (denoted by sample height) on test outcomes and the consolidation attributes of the soil samples,
both high-pressure and standard consolidation tests were performed on samples of varying initial heights (as expounded in Table 2). These tests were carried out at room temperature, under conditions of double-sided drainage. Adhering to prevailing test standard specifications, the initial height for soil samples in the high-pressure consolidation test was set at 2 cm. Meanwhile, in the standard consolidation test, the samples had initial heights of 2 cm, 3 cm, and 4 cm, each possessing a cross-sectional area of 30 cm$^2$. Given the sample’s intrinsic low initial strength, the first and second consolidation pressures were calibrated at 5 kPa and 12.5 kPa, respectively. Deformation measurements revealed values falling below the 0.005 mm/h threshold, which was designated as the stability criterion for each loading stage. Any subsequent loading was commenced only upon confirming that the sample exhibited stable deformation under the preceding load. In a bid to achieve comprehensive consolidation, the terminal load stage was maintained consistently, allowing the consolidation process to span the ensuing three days.

Table 1. Average physical property indices of the soil samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W (%)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>Gs</th>
<th>$e_0$</th>
<th>$w_L$ (%)</th>
<th>$w_P$ (%)</th>
<th>$I_p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>1.480</td>
<td>2.759</td>
<td>2.666</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Test loading scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>Sample Height (cm)</th>
<th>Consolidation Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Group Number</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5, 12.5, 25, 50, 80, 100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1200, 1600</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>High-pressure Consolidation Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5, 12.5, 25, 50, 80, 100, 120, 200, 300, 400</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Standard Consolidation Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5, 12.5, 25, 50, 80, 120</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Standard Consolidation Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5, 12.5, 25, 50, 80, 120</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Standard Consolidation Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Compression Curve

Figures 2 and 3 depict the $e$-$p$ and $e$-$\log p$ curves for samples of varying heights. Both figures indicate that the compression curves across different sample heights exhibit a consistent pattern. The compression process of dredged silt can be categorized into three distinct phases:

1. Initial Load Disturbance Phase (consolidation pressure $p \leq 12.5$ kPa): This phase features a pronounced compression curve with a high compression coefficient. Owing to the initially loose state of the dredged silt, significant deformation arises even under minimal consolidation pressure. Intense extrusion of inter-particle film water leads to a notable reduction in the void ratio. This behaviour distinctly contrasts with the compression characteristics typically observed in natural soft clays.

2. Elastic Deformation Phase: As the consolidation pressure rises ($p = 25$–$150$ kPa), the soil undergoes continuous compaction, establishing a renewed structural strength. This strength partially counters the added pressure, resulting in a gentler curve trajectory which aligns closely with a linear pattern. During this period, the soil’s skeletal structure primarily experiences elastic deformation. With only a minor amount of film water being extruded, the deformation is significantly less pronounced compared to the first phase, and the compression coefficient remains relatively low.

3. Plastic Deformation Phase: With further escalation in consolidation pressure, the soil structure becomes compromised. Clay particles undergo relative slippage and adopt a tighter arrangement. Predominantly characterized by plastic deformation, the curve in this stage adopts a concave upwards trajectory. This effect becomes increasingly evident with rising consolidation pressures.
Figure 2. $c$-$p$ curves of soil samples with different heights.

Figure 3. $c$-$\lg p$ curves of soil samples with different heights.

During the initial phase, a significant shift in the void ratio was observed, with little to no variation attributed to differing sample heights. However, the void ratio’s evolution in samples of different heights during the second and third phases demonstrated notable disparities. As the initial height of the sample increased, the drainage span under a specific consolidation pressure also augmented. Consequently, the rate of pore water discharge diminished, leading to a decreased rate of pore ratio change.

3.2. Compression Strain

Figure 4 displays the cumulative stable strain of samples of various heights under different consolidation pressures. From this figure, it is evident that, under a constant consolidation pressure, the relationship between the sample height and the stable strain of the soil sample was roughly linear. Specifically, as the sample size (or height) increased, the cumulative stable strain of the soil sample diminished. This linear reduction was subtle under lower consolidation pressures but became more pronounced as the pressure escalated.
With the increase of sample height, the change of cumulative strain is shown in Table 3. It can be seen from Table 3 that as the sample height expanded from 2 cm to 3 cm, the smallest strain difference was 0.318% at a consolidation pressure of 5 kPa. Conversely, at a consolidation pressure of 120 kPa, the strain difference peaked at 2.022%. When the sample height transitioned from 3 cm to 4 cm, the minimal strain difference stood at 0.242% under a 5 kPa consolidation pressure. Yet, at a pressure of 25 kPa, this difference reached its zenith at 1.482%. An increase in sample height from 2 cm to 4 cm led to the least strain difference at 0.56% under 5 kPa of consolidation pressure. When subjected to 120 kPa, the most pronounced strain difference was measured at 2.997%.

Table 3. Variation of accumulative strains of samples with different heights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consolidation Pressure $p$ (kPa)</th>
<th>Accumulative Strain A (2 cm) (%)</th>
<th>Accumulative Strain B (3 cm) (%)</th>
<th>Accumulative Strain C (4 cm) (%)</th>
<th>A-B (%)</th>
<th>B-C (%)</th>
<th>A-C (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.315</td>
<td>19.997</td>
<td>19.755</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>23.400</td>
<td>22.350</td>
<td>20.910</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.440</td>
<td>2.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26.140</td>
<td>25.197</td>
<td>23.715</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>1.482</td>
<td>2.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>28.880</td>
<td>28.383</td>
<td>27.990</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>31.795</td>
<td>30.450</td>
<td>29.208</td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td>1.242</td>
<td>2.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>35.495</td>
<td>33.473</td>
<td>32.498</td>
<td>2.022</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>2.997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Yield Stress of Soil Structure and Compression Index

The mechanical characteristics of structural soil, such as dredged silt, vary significantly across stages before and after yielding. One crucial parameter in the assessment of dredged silt is the structural yield stress. Butterfield [41] first introduced the idea of determining this yield stress using double logarithmic coordinates. Subsequent research by various scholars has affirmed the efficacy of this technique, establishing that the intersection point of the two linear graphs represents the yield stress of the soil structure [42,43]. In our study, we employed Butterfield’s double logarithmic coordinates method ($\ln(1 + e) - \lg p$) to ascertain the structural yield stress of the dredged silt.

Figures 5–8 present the $\ln(1 + e) - \lg p$ curves for soil samples of diverse dimensions. An examination of these figures reveals compression curves, which can be essentially delineated by two straight lines. Table 4 showcases the structural yield stress values derived from these curves for samples of varying heights. A consistent observation from
Table 4 is that the yield stress of the soil samples remained relatively constant, averaging around 50 kPa, regardless of the sample height. This consistency underscores the notion that yield stress is a pivotal metric for gauging the structural integrity of soil. For identical soil compositions, structural strength predominantly hinges on the inherent characteristics, connectivity patterns, and arrangement of soil particles, rather than just sample size. The compression index, denoted as $C_c$, is calculated based on the gradient of the $e$-lgp curve in the yielding phase of the soil structure, which closely mirrors a linear progression. Table 4 also presents the compression indices for soil samples at various heights. Notably, as the sample height escalated, the compression index $C_c$ experienced a decline. However, the disparities in compression indices across different sample sizes were marginal.

![Figure 5. In(1 + e)-lgp curves of soil samples.](image)

![Figure 6. In(1 + e)-lgp curve of a soil sample of 2 cm height.](image)
Figure 6. \(\ln(1 + e) - \lg p\) curve of a soil sample of 2 cm height.

Figure 7. \(\ln(1 + e) - \lg p\) curve of a soil sample of 3 cm height.

Figure 8. \(\ln(1 + e) - \lg p\) curve of a soil sample of 4 cm height.

Table 4. Structural yield stress and compression index of samples with different heights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Height (cm)</th>
<th>Structural Yield Stress (\sigma_c) (kPa)</th>
<th>Compression Index (C_c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>0.5335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>0.5276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>0.5206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Coefficient of Consolidation

The coefficient of consolidation was ascertained using an automatic air pressure consolidometer, with results graphically represented by the time square root curve. This coefficient, for samples of varying heights under different consolidation pressures, was derived using the “time square root method”, as depicted in Figure 9.
Table 4. Structural yield stress and compression index of samples with different heights.

For a consistent consolidation pressure, an increase in sample height—which corresponds to an extended drainage distance—results in a gradual decrease in the consolidation coefficient of the soil sample. Concurrently, the consolidation rate of the soil sample also diminishes. At a lower consolidation pressure ($p = 12.5$ kPa), the consolidation coefficient for a soil sample with a height of 2 cm was approximately double that of a 4 cm sample. However, the trend in the consolidation coefficient in relation to consolidation pressure remained uniform across varying sample heights. Specifically, when the consolidation pressure was below the structural yield stress $\sigma_c$ (50 kPa), the consolidation coefficient rose with an increase in the consolidation pressure, peaking at the structural yield stress. Conversely, when the consolidation pressure surpassed the structural yield stress $\sigma_c$, the consolidation coefficient diminished with increasing pressure until it stabilised. When the consolidation pressure was beneath the structural yield stress, the soil sample maintained a relatively expansive void ratio. This resulted in enhanced permeability, elevating the consolidation coefficient. However, when the consolidation pressure exceeded the structural yield stress, the soil underwent swift compression deformation, leading to a sharp decline in the void ratio. As a consequence, the soil particles became more densely packed, compromising the interconnectivity between them. This shift influenced the soil’s permeability, causing a rapid decrease in permeability and, in turn, reducing the soil sample’s consolidation coefficient.

However, one key observation was that the consolidation coefficient reduced as the soil sample height increased. Relying solely on the consolidation coefficient acquired from conventional soil samples (of 2 cm height) to forecast the consolidation rate and settlement process of dredged silt foundations would be an oversimplification. It underscores the need for an in-depth exploration into the impact of size effects on the consolidation process.

3.5. Comparative Analysis of Consolidation Coefficient between Dredged Silt and Marine Silt

Silt samples from identical regions, specifically dredged silt and marine silt (refer to Table 1), were examined. Table 5 delineates the physical attributes of both silt types along with the associated consolidation pressures. Both types presented similar initial water content and void ratios. These were analysed to determine variations in the consolidation coefficient and permeability coefficient in relation to consolidation pressure. The GDS consolidation device was employed for both consolidation and permeability tests to calculate these coefficients. Marine silt was sourced from a depth of 2 m in the shallow waters adjacent to the west channel port of Shenzhen Bay, and the test process and test results were described by Jiang [44]. In contrast, the dredged silt originated from 0.5 to 1.5 m depths.
atop the silt pond within Shenzhen airport’s reclamation zone, and the test results were presented in Wei’s study [45]. Additionally, Zhang et al. [16] conducted particle analysis tests on three types of silt samples and tested the composition of clay minerals by X-ray diffraction method. The outcomes are presented in Table 6.

### Table 5. Physical properties and consolidation pressure of two kinds of silt samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silt Sample</th>
<th>(w) (%)</th>
<th>(\rho) (g/cm(^3))</th>
<th>(G_s)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_0)</th>
<th>(p) (kPa)</th>
<th>Sample Size (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marine Silt in the West Channel Port of Shenzhen Bay [44]</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.703</td>
<td>25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredged Silt in Shenzhen Airport [45]</td>
<td>100.63</td>
<td>1.448</td>
<td>2.681</td>
<td>2.712</td>
<td>6, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Material composition of three kinds of silt samples [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silt Sample</th>
<th>Powder Particle (0.005–0.075 mm)</th>
<th>Clay Particle (0.002–0.005 mm)</th>
<th>Colloidal Particle (&lt;0.002 mm)</th>
<th>Kaolinite</th>
<th>Illite/Montmorillonite</th>
<th>Chlorite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dredged silt in Qianwan Bay, Shenzhen</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredged silt in Shenzhen airport</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine silt in the west channel port of Shenzhen Bay</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 depicts the consolidation coefficient’s fluctuation as a function of consolidation pressure across the three silt types. Observations from Figure 10 include:

1. The consistency between the curves representing the consolidation coefficient of dredged silt from Shenzhen Qianwan and Shenzhen Airport suggests the reliability of the different consolidation devices employed. As the consolidation pressure amplified, the consolidation coefficient of dredged silt followed suit. Specifically, below or at 200 kPa, it continually rose in proportion to the intensifying consolidation pressure. For instance, under a preloading load ranging from 50 to 300 kPa, the coefficient surged from \(0.263 \times 10^{-3}\) cm\(^2\)/s to \(0.510 \times 10^{-3}\) cm\(^2\)/s. This doubling emphasizes the potential inaccuracies if one were to use a static consolidation coefficient for predicting settlement progression and consolidation intensity.

2. At pressures less than or equal to 200 kPa, marine silt’s consolidation coefficient significantly surpassed that of the two dredged silt types. As this pressure escalated, the disparity between the silts diminished, eventually converging at a singular point. At a consolidation pressure of 600 kPa, the dredged silt’s coefficient outperformed that of marine silt. These findings highlight the inferior initial consolidation properties of dredged silt. However, post-preloading treatment, it can either match or surpass marine silt’s drainage consolidation rate.

The distinction between the consolidation coefficients of dredged and marine silt is rooted in their formation mechanisms, stress histories, and compositional differences. Dredged silt emerges from undisturbed marine silt subjected to aerating and mechanical agitation, leading to under-consolidated soil. This disruption alters the initial soil structure into a looser form, characterised by unstable turbidity and granular patterns. These features contrast with the marine silt’s predominantly granular bonding and honeycomb formations. The test results in Table 6 reveal that the marine silt in Shenzhen is dominated by kaolinite,
followed by illite and chlorite. The results also indicate that dredged silt predominantly comprises illite/montmorillonite and kaolinite. These distinctions yield marked differences in physical and mechanical properties. For example, dredged silt has a more substantial water content and void ratio than marine silt, making its consolidation coefficient less than that of marine silt.

![Diagram showing the variation of the consolidation coefficients of three kinds of silt](image)

**Figure 10.** The variation of the consolidation coefficients of three kinds of silt [44,45].

Table 6 offers a summary of the clay and colloid proportions from the Shenzhen Qianwan dredged silt, Shenzhen Airport dredged silt, and marine silt from Shenzhen Bay’s western channel. The recorded values were 47.0%, 48.2%, and 54.8%, respectively. Whereas these figures closely align, it is evident that particle size composition profoundly affected the soil’s drainage consolidation rate. In later testing stages under a high consolidation pressure, dredged silt’s consolidation coefficient approached or even surpassed that of marine silt.

3.6. Comparative Analysis of Permeability Coefficient between Dredged Silt and Marine Silt

The permeability coefficient was determined based on the consolidation coefficients of the three silt samples. Figure 11 illustrates the permeability coefficient’s variation in relation to the consolidation pressure. Two primary observations emerged:

1. The permeability coefficient of dredged silt measured by different consolidation apparatuses in Shenzhen Qianwan and Shenzhen Airport had the same variation under the consolidation pressure. When the consolidation pressure \( p \leq 50 \text{ kPa} \), that is, the consolidation pressure was less than the structural yield stress, the permeability coefficient of dredged silt decreased significantly with the increase of the consolidation pressure. When the consolidation pressure increased, the permeability coefficient of dredged silt stabilised at a specific value. When the preloading load was 5–400 kPa, the permeability coefficient of dredged silt in Shenzhen Qianwan Bay decreased from \( 5.39 \times 10^{-7} \text{ cm/s} \) to \( 2.20 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm/s} \) (it went down an order of magnitude). A constant permeability coefficient was used to predict the consolidation settlement process, and a significant error occurred.

2. Under the same consolidation pressure, the permeability coefficient of two kinds of dredged silt was found to be significantly greater than that of marine silt. The significance was particularly greater when the smaller consolidation pressure \( p \leq 50 \text{ kPa} \). When the consolidation pressure \( p = 25 \text{ kPa} \), the permeability coefficient of dredged silt was three times that of marine silt. When the consolidation pressure increased, the permeability coefficient of marine silt decreased and stabilised at a certain value. When the preloading load was 25–800 kPa, the permeability coeffi-
The compression process of dredged silt samples of varying heights progressed with an increase in these interparticle pores, micro-layers and fractures emerged. The variation of the permeability coefficient of three kinds of silt.

![Figure 11. The variation of the permeability coefficient of three kinds of silt.](image)

The disparity in the permeability coefficients between dredged and marine silt arose from their respective particle compositions and pore structures. Particle size tests (as detailed in Table 6) revealed that dredged silt underwent hydraulic reshaping, gravity separation, and clayization during the dredger fill process. The aggregate of clayey and colloidal particles in dredged silt was lesser than in marine silt. Consequently, dredged silt manifested a higher permeability and a more considerable permeability coefficient. Additionally, dredged silt primarily exhibited interparticle pore development. Notably, with an increase in these interparticle pores, micro-layers and fractures emerged. The enhanced connectivity between these more abundant intergranular pores translated to a permeability coefficient that was significantly higher than that of marine silt.

4. Conclusions

1. The compression process of dredged silt samples of varying heights progressed through three distinct stages: small load disturbance, elastic deformation, and plastic deformation. During the small load disturbance stage, there was a minimal difference in the void ratio variations among samples of different heights. However, as one progressed through the elastic and plastic deformation stages, the rate of void ratio variation diminished with an increase in the initial height of the samples.

2. As the initial height of the dredged silt samples increased, both the cumulative stable strain and the compression index showed a decline. The structural strength of the soil primarily hinged on the attributes, interconnections, and spatial arrangement of the soil particles. Consequently, the initial height of the sample exerted a minimal influence on the structural yield stress of the dredged silt.

3. For dredged silt samples of different heights, the consolidation coefficient escalated with rising consolidation pressure, peaking at the structural yield stress. As the sample height increased, the consolidation coefficient of the dredged silt diminished. Therefore, the potential influence of the size effect on the consolidation coefficient warrants further exploration.

4. At lower consolidation pressures (typical preloading ranges), the consolidation coefficient of dredged silt was significantly lower than that of marine silt. However, as the consolidation pressure intensified, the disparity between the two decreased.
5. The permeability coefficient of dredged silt contracted with increasing consolidation pressure, experiencing a 10-fold reduction within standard preloading loads. Consequently, employing a consistent permeability coefficient for projecting its consolidation settlement process could introduce substantial errors. Given the observable differences in particle composition and pore dynamics between dredged and marine silt, it is evident that under low consolidation pressures, the permeability coefficient of dredged silt exceeded that of marine silt.
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